Recycle old cardboard (we used a cereal box) to design architectural building blocks! These blocks are easy to make, fun, and perfect for experimenting with form and color. Here's how to make them:

- Trace a variety of geometric shapes onto cardboard. If you don't have stencils, look around for household supplies that can be used as stencils.

  We used a canister of disinfecting wipes and a box of butter.

- Cut out your shapes and decorate them with interesting patterns and materials.

  We used aluminum foil and recycled wrapping paper. We also used markers to draw our own designs.

- Draw a few short straight lines around the edge of each shape. Use scissors to cut out the lines so that they become slits.

- Combine your blocks by interlocking the slits found on each block.

What interesting form can you create with the blocks? Show us your designs by tagging @flwtrust and #WrightatHome!